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Abstract

1. We studied patterns of changes in host–flea interactions measured as total turn-

over (TT) which can be partitioned into components, namely species turnover (ST),

interaction rewiring (RW), and mixed turnover (MX) in networks from Europe, Asia,

Africa, and South America, applying a multi-site interaction turnover metric. We

also searched for environmental drivers of TT and its components.

2. We asked whether (a) different components contribute differently to TT in rare ver-

sus common interactions (in terms of frequency of interaction occurrence);

(b) relative roles of turnover components for rare and common interactions differ

between continents; and (c) the environmental drivers of interaction turnover differ

between turnover components, rare and common interactions, and/or continental

networks.

3. Between-network dissimilarity of interactions increased with an increase in the

number of compared networks. Pure ST contributed the most to the turnover of

rare interactions, whereas the turnover of common interactions was predominated

by MX.
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4. The effects of environmental factors, interaction richness, and spatial distance on

TT and its components differed between continental networks, turnover compo-

nents, and rare versus common interactions. Climate and vegetation exerted the

strongest effects on (a) ST for rare (except Asia) and, to a lesser degree, common

(South America) interactions, (b) RW for both rare and common interactions in

Europe/Asia, and (c) MX for both rare and common interactions (except Africa).

Interaction richness and spatial distance mainly influenced ST.

5. We conclude that the patterns of interaction turnover and its components were

geographically invariant and did not depend on the identity of the interactors,

whereas the drivers of the turnover differed between continental networks

because of species-specific responses to the environment.
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INTRODUCTION

Patterns of species interactions are no less important than species

composition for describing ecosystem functioning (Bascompte &

Jordano, 2007; Connolly et al., 2011; Jordano & Bascompte, 2013;

Kirwan et al., 2009; Montoya et al., 2006; Tylianakis et al., 2008). This

recognition has led to a consensus that the sets of these interactions

(together with the interactors themselves) should be considered as

distinct biological entities (ecological or interaction networks)

(reviewed by Delmas et al., 2019). Therefore, spatial and/or temporal

variation in community composition can only be understood if varia-

tion in both species composition and their interactions are taken into

account because (a) species and interactions may respond to different

factors, and (b) compositional changes in species and interactions may

be governed by different mechanisms (Burkle & Alarc�on, 2011;

Carstensen et al., 2014; Li et al., 2018; Poisot et al., 2012, 2017;

Sabatino et al., 2010). For example, Carstensen et al. (2014) reported

that, in Brazilian rupestrian fields, geographical distance correlated

positively with beta-diversities of plant-pollinator interactions and

plants, but not with beta-diversity of pollinators. Poisot et al. (2017)

found that flea–host interactions in the Palearctic networks

responded to seasonality of temperature and mean temperature of

warmest quarter, whereas flea and host species composition did not.

Although variation in species composition has been studied in a

variety of taxa, environments, and geographic regions from long ago

till now (e.g. Beck & Chey, 2010; Brown & Nicoletto, 1991; Lamont &

Johnson, 2021; Montufar & Pintaud, 2006; Whittaker, 1960), spatial

and/or temporal turnover in species interactions only started to be

investigated during the last two decades (Carstensen et al., 2014;

Dallas & Poisot, 2018; Fründ, 2021; Gravel et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018;

Olesen et al., 2008; Petanidou et al., 2008; Poisot et al., 2012, 2015,

2017; Trøjelsgaard et al., 2015). These studies demonstrated that

structural measures, including turnover, of different networks respond

to different environmental gradients (Pellissier et al., 2018). However,

it is still largely unknown whether network measures, such as interac-

tion turnover, in networks represented by the same taxonomic groups

are affected by similar or different environmental factors in different

geographic regions. To the best of our knowledge, the effects of envi-

ronment on interaction turnover in taxonomically similar networks

from different geographic regions have never been specifically investi-

gated. Studies of the effects of environment on interaction turnover

may provide important insights into the mechanisms governing

resource–consumer interactions and their responses to climate

change and habitat modification (Burkle et al., 2016, 2022;

Novotny, 2009; Poisot et al., 2017; Tylianakis et al., 2010).

The pattern of interaction turnover across space and over time is

differently affected by interactions involving species with different

degree of commonness or rarity (Bascompte et al., 2003; Carstensen

et al., 2014; Novotny, 2009; Poisot et al., 2012). Common, often habi-

tat generalist, species are involved in many interactions (i.e. common

interactions) and, thus, are mainly responsible for relative spatial or

temporal stability of network structure (e.g. Miele et al., 2020). Rare

species (because of low abundance or prevalence, restricted geo-

graphic distribution and/or high habitat specificity) are involved in

much fewer interactions (i.e. rare interactions) and are often lost from

some of networks. Nevertheless, the contribution of rare species to

compositional and functional diversity of ecosystems is also substan-

tial (Mouillot et al., 2013). Consequently, understanding spatial or

temporal variation in network structure necessitates a metric of inter-

action turnover that considers interactions involving both common

and rare species and allows to distinguish between patterns resulted

from each of these interaction categories.

A turnover metric that allows the quantification of variation in

the composition of species interactions that vary in the degree of

commonness (in terms of relative occurrence) across multiple sites/

networks has recently been proposed by Henriksen et al. (2022). This

new approach is based on the zeta diversity metric developed by Hui

and McGeoch (2014) (see also Latombe et al., 2017; McGeoch

et al., 2019). In its original version, zeta diversity (denoted as ζi) repre-

sents the average number of species shared by i communities where

i is the so-called zeta order (McGeoch et al., 2019), with zeta order

2 obviously being a pairwise metric. Originally designed for species

2 KRASNOV ET AL.
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composition, the zeta diversity approach can be applied not only to

species in communities but also to interactions in ecological networks

(McGeoch et al., 2019; see also Krasnov, Korallo-Vinarskaya,

et al., 2020).

Developing their multi-site turnover metric, Henriksen et al.

(2022) combined the zeta diversity concept with the approaches of

Novotny (2009) and Poisot et al. (2012). Novotny (2009) adapted beta

diversity indices traditionally used to measure between-community

differences in species composition to measure between-network dif-

ferences in interactions by, for example, using the sum of the interac-

tions unique to one of the two networks divided by the total number

of interactions (both unique to one of the two networks and shared

between these networks) (i.e. Jaccard similarity) and then calculating

the complementary Jaccard dissimilarity index. Given that zeta diver-

sity considers compositional overlap across multiple sites and, there-

fore, represents turnover as similarity rather than as dissimilarity

(McGeoch et al., 2019), Henriksen et al. (2022) proposed to transform

the original zeta diversity to zeta dissimilarity (cζi), defined as the num-

ber of interactions that appear in at least one, but not all, of multiple

(i) networks divided by the total number of interactions in all net-

works. Furthermore, Novotny (2009) and Poisot et al. (2012) demon-

strated that the interaction turnover (=total interaction turnover,

further referred to as TT) can be partitioned into two components

(see also CaraDonna et al., 2017; Fründ, 2021). First, the interaction

dissimilarity may be due to the absence of one or both interactors

from some networks, but they always interact if both are present

(species turnover, further referred to as ST). Second, the interaction

dissimilarity may arise if a pair of interactors is present in all networks

but interact only in some of them (interaction rewiring, further

referred to as RW). Henriksen et al. (2022) proposed the third compo-

nent, mixed turnover (further referred to as MX), when the interaction

dissimilarity arises because of species turnover in some networks,

whereas in other networks, it arises because of interaction rewiring

(see conceptual diagram in Figure 1). MX emerges when multi-site

interaction turnover is considered for zeta orders higher than 2 (see

Henriksen et al., 2022 and Section 3).

Although other methods of quantifying interaction turnover

across multiple networks exist (e.g. Poisot et al., 2012, 2017), the

advantage of Henriksen et al.’s (2022) zeta dissimilarity is that it

allows one to distinguish between turnover that is mainly due to rare

interactions (at lower zeta orders) and turnover that is mainly due to

common interactions (at higher zeta orders), similarly to zeta diversity,

which detects the relative contributions of rare versus common spe-

cies to compositional community changes (McGeoch et al., 2019).

Here, we applied Henriksen et al.’s (2022) multi-site interaction

turnover metric to explore patterns of interaction turnover and its

components and to reveal their environmental drivers in small

mammal–flea networks from four continents, namely Europe (eastern

Slovakia), Asia (southwestern Mongolia), Africa (western South Africa),

and South America (central Patagonia) (further referred to as conti-

nental networks). Fleas are holometabolous insect ectoparasites, most

abundant and diverse on small burrowing mammals. Flea imagoes are

obligatory haematophagous, whereas pre-imaginal fleas are non-

parasitic and develop mainly in hosts’ burrows/nests. First, we asked

whether different turnover components contributed differently to

total turnover in rare versus common interactions. In other words, we

tested whether the turnover of rare or common interactions is deter-

mined, to a greater extent, by ST or RW or both (MT). Second, we

asked whether the relative roles of turnover components for rare and

common interactions differed between networks situated in different

continents. Differences between host–flea networks from different

continents can be expected because of different histories of host–flea

relationships (Medvedev, 1996, 2005). Third, we asked whether envi-

ronmental drivers of interaction turnover were similar or different

between (a) turnover components, (b) rare and common interactions,

and (c) continental networks.

To understand the effect of environmental variation on total

interaction turnover and its components, we applied an extension of

Multi-Site Generalised Dissimilarity Modelling (MS-GDM) (Latombe

et al., 2017) which, in turn, is an extension of generalised dissimilarity

modelling (GDM; Ferrier et al., 2007). The development of GDM was

aimed at accommodating two types of non-linearity inherent in the

shape of compositional turnover along environmental and/or spatial

gradients, namely (a) the curvilinearity of the relationship between

compositional and environmental dissimilarities at the extreme

(i.e. zero or unity) dissimilarity values and (b) the possible variation in

the turnover rate along a gradient. The original GDM uses pairwise

dissimilarity as a metric of turnover and is, thus, heavily biased to the

effect of rare species (Hui & McGeoch, 2014; Latombe et al., 2017). In

contrast, MS-GDM employs zeta diversity as a measure of turnover,

which allows one to analyse the variation in the compositional turn-

over of species categories with different degrees of commonness

along environmental gradients and/or with geographic distance

between assemblages. Furthermore, the relative contribution of each

predictor to the explained variation in turnover is expected to vary

between zeta orders because of the exclusion of less common species

F I G U R E 1 Conceptual schematic diagram demonstrating
partitioning of total interaction turnover (TT) into species turnover
(ST), interaction rewiring (RW) and mixed turnover (MX). Modified
from Henriksen et al. (2022).
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with an increasing zeta order (Latombe et al., 2017, 2018). We used a

modification of the MS-GDM by Henriksen et al. (2022) that con-

siders turnover in interactions rather than in species composition. This

modification allowed us to test whether rare and common interactions

are affected by similar or different environmental predictors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data on host–flea interactions

Data on flea–mammals interactions were taken from surveys of fleas

harboured by small mammals carried out in 1986–1996 across 10 sites

in eastern Slovakia (Stanko et al., 2002; see map in Appendix S1,

Figure S1), in 1981–1984 across 10 sites in southwestern Mongolia

(Kiefer et al., 1982, 1984, 1990, 2012; see map in Appendix S1,

Figure S2), in 2011–2013 across nine sites in western South Africa (van

der Mescht & Matthee, 2017; see map in Appendix S1, Figure S3), and

in 2006–2011 across 13 sites in central Argentinian Patagonia

(Sanchez, 2012; Sanchez & Lareschi, 2013, 2019; see map in

Appendix S1, Figure S4). Details on the sampling design, sampling

efforts, and methodology of parasitological examination can be found

in the publications cited above. Small mammals were represented by

rodents, elephant shrews (in South Africa), shrews (in Slovakia and

South Africa), and pikas (in Mongolia). Lists of flea and mammal species

in each region can be found in Appendix S2, Table S1. Single records of

a given flea species on a given host species were not considered as

interactions. To avoid seasonal variation in the species composition of

flea assemblages, we used data collected from late spring to early fall

(boreal or austral). If a site was sampled more than once, data over

years were pooled. In addition, we included, in the analyses, networks

represented by at least three host species and at least three flea species

(otherwise calculation of zeta-diversity will not be reliable).

Environmental variables

We described the environment in each region using nine climatic sea-

sonality of air temperature, seasonality of precipitation, mean air tem-

perature of the warmest month, mean precipitation of the wettest

month, mean precipitation of the driest month, mean precipitation of

the warmest quarter, mean monthly climate moisture index, mean

monthly near-surface relative humidity, and mean monthly potential

evapotranspiration, and two vegetation-associated variable (net pri-

mary production and summer [boreal or austral] normalised difference

vegetation index; NDVI). The latter variable is related to the quantity

of standing biomass because it reflects the amount of green vegeta-

tion. We selected those environmental variables that have been

shown to exert strong effects on flea biology (Krasnov, 2008).

Although Poisot et al. (2017) reported no effect of air temperature on

turnover of flea–mammal interactions, their study was carried out

across the entire northern and central Palearctic. The patterns at a

smaller scale (e.g. regional) as well as in other biogeographic realms

can be different. Data on climatic variables and net primary production

were obtained from CHELSA 2.1 dataset (Brun et al., 2022; Karger

et al., 2018). Data on summer NDVI were taken from the VEGETATION

Programme (http://vito-eodata.be). Environmental data were calculated

for each sampling site at resolution of 30 arc seconds. Environmental vari-

ables of some categories correlated strongly with each other. These were

three variables describing precipitation (mean precipitations of the wet-

test month, the driest month, and the warmest quarter), three variables

describing air humidity (climate moisture index, near-surface relative

humidity, and potential evapotranspiration) and two variables describing

vegetation (net primary production and NDVI). Consequently, we applied

principal component analyses for variables of these three variable catego-

ries separately for each continent and substituted the original values of

these variables with the scores of the first principal components (P,

MRHET and VEG, respectively). The eigenvalues of the principal compo-

nents, proportion of explained variation and their correlations with the

original variables can be found in Appendix S2, Tables S2–S5. In all conti-

nents, (a) P correlated positively with mean precipitations of the wettest

month, the driest month and the warmest quarter; (b) MRHET correlated

positively with climate moisture index and near-surface relative humidity

and negatively with potential evapotranspiration; and (c) VEG correlated

positively with both net primary production and NDVI.

Data analysis: Zeta dissimilarity

For each continent, each local network (i.e. an observed interaction net-

work for a given sample site) was represented by a presence/absence

matrix with hosts in rows and fleas in columns. Then, we combined the

matrices for each continent into an array using the function “webs2ar-

ray” of the package ‘bipartite” (Dormann et al., 2008), implemented in

the R Statistical Environment (R Core Team, 2021). We used presence/

absence rather than abundance data for several reasons. First, zeta

diversity/dissimilarity is an incidence-based metric (Henriksen

et al., 2022; McGeoch et al., 2019). Second, for parasites, measure-

ments of incidences seem to be more reliable than measurements of

counts/abundances (Gotelli & Rohde, 2002). Third, the results of the

analyses of different endo- and ectoparasite communities, harboured

by differed hosts and based on either parasite incidences or parasite

counts, appeared to be qualitatively similar, with the former often per-

forming better (Krasnov et al., 2021). We calculated the total interac-

tion turnover and its three components (species turnover, interaction

rewiring, and mixed turnover) using the R function “intdiv_zeta” devel-
oped by Henriksen et al. (2022). Multi-site dissimilarity in interactions

and its components were normalised by the total number of interac-

tions across networks) (Henriksen et al., 2022).

Data analysis: Multi-site generalised dissimilarity
modelling

Similar to generalised dissimilarity modelling (GDM) and the original

multi-site GDM (MS-GDM), in the MS-GDM modified by Henriksen

4 KRASNOV ET AL.
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et al. (2022), each environmental or spatial variable is transformed

into a number of non-linear, monotonic piecewise functions

(I-splines) ranging from 0 to 1. Then, for each combination of

networks, the values of zeta dissimilarity are calculated, and the

relationship between these values and the differences between the

I-splines are analysed using generalised linear modelling (GLM) with

a binomial distribution. The I-splines of each variable are then

multiplied by their GLM coefficients and summed, thus generating a

single monotonic spline. The slope of the I-spline demonstrates the

rate of change and its variation along a given gradient, whereas its

height (i.e. the sum of the coefficients of the three I-splines of a

given variable) represents a predictor’s relative importance for the

zeta dissimilarity as compared to other predictors (i.e. the total

amount of change along a given gradient) (Ferrier et al., 2007;

Latombe et al., 2017, 2020). Assuming that the number of shared

species or interactions is expected to decrease with an increase in

environmental difference/spatial distance, a negative constraint is

enforced on the sign of the I-splines’ coefficients (Latombe

et al., 2017, 2020).

To run the MS-GDM, we used the R function “intdiv_msgdm”
developed by Henriksen et al. (2022) as a modification of the func-

tion “zeta_msgdm” from the package “zetadiv” (Latombe

et al., 2020). We applied MS-GDM separately for networks from

each continent, using seasonality of air temperature (ST), seasonality

of precipitation (SP), air temperature of the warmest month (T), the

three principal components of environmental variables described

above (P, MRHET and VEG), geographic distance between sampling

sites (D), and, following Henriksen et al. (2022), the interaction rich-

ness (IR; the total number of interactions per each network). MS-

GDM was applied to zeta orders 2–6 for Slovakia, Mongolia, and

South Africa, and to zeta orders 2–5 for Patagonia (because of fewer

interactions).

F I GU R E 2 Total interaction turnover and its components (species turnover, interaction rewiring, and mixed turnover) across 10 host–flea
networks from Slovakia and Mongolia, nine host–flea networks from South Africa, and 13 host–flea networks from Patagonia. Zeta order:
number of networks for which the dissimilarity in interaction composition is calculated.

MULTI-SITE INTERACTION TURNOVER IN FLEA–MAMMAL NETWORKS 5
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T AB L E 1 Turnover of host–flea interactions as explained by environmental variables.

Total interaction turnover Species turnover Interaction rewiring Mixed turnover

ZO ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines

2 0.70 ST - 0.71 ST - 0.24 ST - - ST -

SP �0.07 SP �0.17 SP �0.09 SP -

T - T �0.28 T - T -

P �0.38 P �0.23 P �0.06 P -

MRHET �0.21 MRHET - MRHET �0.02 MRHET -

VEG �0.22 VEG �0.08 VEG �0.06 VEG -

IR �0.66 IR �0.35 IR �0.08 IR -

D �0.45 D �0.36 D - D -

3 0.79 ST - 0.65 ST - 0.30 ST - 0.22 ST �0.01

SP �0.10 SP �0.26 SP �0.13 SP �0.06

T - T �0.19 T - T �0.07

P �0.77 P �0.24 P �0.05 P �0.07

MRHET �0.17 MRHET - MRHET - MRHET �0.01

VEG �0.58 VEG �0.12 VEG �0.09 VEG �0.03

IR �1.03 IR �0.41 IR �0.06 IR �0.06

D �1.00 D �0.16 D - D �0.03

4 0.77 ST - 0.61 ST - 0.30 ST - 0.30 ST �0.05

SP �0.01 SP �0.25 SP �0.11 SP �0.08

T - T �0.16 T - T �0.13

P �1.10 P �0.15 P �0.02 P �0.15

MRHET �0.27 MRHET - MRHET - MRHET �0.02

VEG �0.77 VEG �0.09 VEG �0.12 VEG �0.11

IR �1.30 IR �0.43 IR �0.04 IR �0.11

D �0.92 D �0.04 D - D �0.03

5 0.69 ST - 0.60 ST - 0.28 ST - 0.29 ST �0.03

SP - SP �0.32 SP �0.09 SP �0.02

T - T �0.14 T - T �0.11

P �1.39 P �0.12 P - P �0.19

MRHET �0.42 MRHET 0.00 MRHET - MRHET �0.15

VEG �0.73 VEG �0.09 VEG �0.12 VEG �0.18

IR �1.36 IR �0.38 IR �0.02 IR �0.14

D �0.75 D �0.02 D - D �0.02

6 0.58 ST - 0.62 ST - 0.27 ST - 0.29 ST -

SP �0.04 SP �0.45 SP �0.06 SP �0.01

T - T �0.08 T - T -

P �1.19 P �0.13 P - P �0.26

MRHET �0.83 MRHET - MRHET - MRHET �0.22

VEG �0.42 VEG �0.13 VEG �0.10 VEG �0.27

IR �1.40 IR �0.32 IR - IR �0.14

D �0.40 D �0.03 D - D -

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; ED, explained deviance; MRHET, principal component of three variables describing air humidity (see text

for explanations); P, principal component of three precipitation variables (see text for explanations); SP, seasonality of precipitation; ST, seasonality of

temperature; T, air temperature of the warmest month; VEG, principal component of two vegetation-related variables (see text for explanations),

interaction richness (IR), and geographic distance (D) between 10 sampling sites in eastern Slovakia; ΣI-splines, sum of the coefficients of three I-splines

(demonstrates the amplitude of an I-spline).
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T AB L E 2 Turnover of host–flea interactions as explained by environmental variables (see Table 1 for abbreviations and explanations),
interaction richness (IR), and geographic distance (D) between 10 sampling sites in southwestern Mongolia.

Total interaction turnover Species turnover Interaction rewiring Mixed turnover

ZO ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines

2 0.29 ST �0.16 0.70 ST �0.17 0.16 ST - - ST -

SP - SP �0.07 SP - SP -

T �0.64 T �0.89 T - T -

P �0.42 P �0.25 P �0.12 P -

MRHET - MRHET - MRHET �0.13 MRHET -

VEG �0.06 VEG �0.35 VEG - VEG -

IR �0.15 IR �0.48 IR �0.04 IR -

D - D �0.01 D - D -

3 0.19 ST �0.46 0.72 ST �0.32 0.16 ST �0.05 0.09 ST -

SP �0.13 SP �0.18 SP - SP -

T �0.92 T �0.73 T �0.01 T �0.01

P �0.88 P �0.07 P �0.11 P �0.17

MRHET - MRHET - MRHET �0.17 MRHET �0.10

VEG �0.15 VEG �0.30 VEG �0.03 VEG -

IR �0.31 IR �0.63 IR �0.09 IR �0.04

D �0.02 D - D - D -

4 0.17 ST �0.91 0.77 ST �0.35 0.17 ST �0.10 0.21 ST -

SP �0.34 SP �0.19 SP �0.02 SP -

T �0.76 T �0.53 T �0.05 T �0.05

P �1.46 P - P �0.10 P �0.37

MRHET �0.27 MRHET - MRHET �0.11 MRHET �0.15

VEG �0.15 VEG �0.28 VEG �0.01 VEG -

IR �0.49 IR �0.59 IR �0.09 IR �0.08

D - D �0.01 D - D -

5 0.21 ST �1.64 0.80 ST �0.38 0.18 ST �0.09 0.29 ST �0.05

SP �0.24 SP �0.17 SP �0.03 SP -

T �0.56 T �0.46 T �0.05 T �0.10

P �2.10 P - P �0.06 P �0.56

MRHET �0.88 MRHET - MRHET �0.07 MRHET �0.20

VEG �0.08 VEG �0.24 VEG - VEG -

IR �0.94 IR �0.47 IR �0.06 IR �0.13

D - D �0.01 D - D -

6 0.26 ST �2.48 0.83 ST �0.40 0.18 ST �0.08 0.34 ST �0.12

SP - SP �0.14 SP �0.02 SP -

T �0.20 T �0.41 T �0.03 T �0.18

P �2.34 P - P �0.04 P �0.70

MRHET �2.39 MRHET - MRHET �0.06 MRHET �0.21

VEG �0.01 VEG �0.25 VEG - VEG -

IR �1.71 IR �0.37 IR �0.05 IR �0.19

D - D �0.02 D - D -

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; ED, explained deviance; ΣI-splines: sum of the coefficients of three I-splines (demonstrates the amplitude of

an I-spline).
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T AB L E 3 Turnover of host–flea interactions as explained by environmental variables (see Table 1 for abbreviations and explanations),
interaction richness (IR), and geographic distance (D) between 10 sampling sites in western South Africa.

Total interaction turnover Species turnover Interaction rewiring Mixed turnover

ZO ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines

2 0.49 ST �0.06 0.39 ST �0.10 0.04 ST �0.02 - ST -

SP �0.47 SP �0.20 SP �0.10 SP -

T �0.03 T �0.34 T - T -

P �0.13 P �0.05 P - P -

MRHET �0.22 MRHET �0.21 MRHET - MRHET -

VEG - VEG �0.26 VEG - VEG -

IR �1.28 IR �1.20 IR �0.03 IR -

D - D - D - D -

3 0.56 ST - 0.44 ST �0.33 0.10 ST �0.04 0.08 ST -

SP �0.59 SP �0.08 SP �0.10 SP �0.05

T �0.07 T �0.70 T - T -

P - P �0.38 P - P -

MRHET �0.54 MRHET �0.27 MRHET �0.01 MRHET �0.12

VEG 0.00 VEG �0.22 VEG - VEG -

IR �1.47 IR �1.14 IR �0.02 IR �0.08

D - D �0.05 D - D -

4 0.69 ST �0.06 0.59 ST �0.32 0.09 ST �0.01 0.11 ST -

SP �0.39 SP �0.24 SP �0.05 SP �0.12

T �0.21 T �0.56 T - T -

P - P �0.45 P - P -

MRHET �0.55 MRHET �0.12 MRHET �0.03 MRHET �0.21

VEG - VEG �0.16 VEG - VEG -

IR �1.51 IR �0.77 IR �0.01 IR �0.16

D - D �0.36 D - D -

5 0.72 ST �0.18 0.62 ST �0.38 0.08 ST - 0.11 ST -

SP �0.59 SP �0.28 SP �0.01 SP �0.19

T �0.03 T �0.31 T �0.02 T -

P - P �0.36 P - P -

MRHET �0.51 MRHET �0.02 MRHET �0.02 MRHET �0.25

VEG - VEG �0.20 VEG - VEG -

IR �1.67 IR �0.69 IR - IR �0.23

D - D �0.34 D - D -

6 0.83 ST �0.36 0.63 ST �0.40 0.07 ST - 0.10 ST -

SP �0.62 SP �0.38 SP - SP �0.26

T - T �0.03 T �0.01 T -

P - P �0.27 P �0.01 P -

MRHET �0.45 MRHET - MRHET - MRHET �0.21

VEG - VEG �0.25 VEG - VEG -

IR �1.71 IR �0.63 IR - IR �0.26

D - D �0.21 D - D �0.23

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; ED, explained deviance; ΣI-splines: sum of the coefficients of three I-splines (demonstrates the amplitude of

an I-spline).
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RESULTS

In Slovakia, 6 of 22 host and 6 of 24 flea species occurred in all (10) or

almost all (8–9) networks, whereas 11 host and nine flea species

occurred in one to three networks (Appendix S1, Table S1). In

Mongolia, 4 of 18 host and 5 of 25 flea species were characterised by

high relative occurrence (recorded in 8 to 10 of 10 networks),

whereas the number of species with low relative occurrence (one to

three networks) was 9 for hosts and 15 for fleas (Appendix S1,

Table S1). In South Africa, only 1 of 10 host and 2 of 21 flea species

were found in all networks, and almost half (4) of host and more than

half (15) of flea species occurred in 1–3 networks Appendix S1,

Table S1). In Patagonia, no host or flea species appeared in all net-

works. Instead, 7 of 14 host and 8 of 27 flea species demonstrated

intermediate occurrence levels (6–8 of 13 networks), and 4 host and

17 flea species were found in 1–3 networks only (Appendix S1,

Table S1).

The proportion of interactions shared between pairs of

networks (i.e. total interaction turnover) was relatively low for

all continents. Nevertheless, it was higher for Slovakian

T AB L E 4 Turnover of host–flea interactions as explained by environmental variables (see Table 1 for abbreviations and explanations),
interaction richness (IR), and geographic distance (D) between 10 sampling sites in central Patagonia.

Total interaction turnover Species turnover Interaction rewiring Mixed turnover

ZO ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines ED Pred ΣI-splines

2 0.67 ST �0.59 0.70 ST �0.50 - ST - - ST -

SP �0.46 SP �0.34 SP - SP -

T �1.22 T �0.46 T - T -

P �0.59 P �0.67 P - P -

MRHET �0.42 MRHET �0.23 MRHET - MRHET -

VEG �2.30 VEG �1.44 VEG - VEG -

IR �0.70 IR �0.67 IR - IR -

D �3.41 D �3.54 D - D -

3 0.60 ST �3.30 0.52 ST �0.81 - ST - 0.07 ST �0.08

SP �0.79 SP �0.71 SP - SP -

T �1.05 T - T - T �0.06

P �1.36 P �0.77 P - P -

MRHET �1.19 MRHET 0.00 MRHET - MRHET -

VEG �4.30 VEG �0.76 VEG - VEG -

IR �0.91 IR �0.39 IR - IR �0.07

D �7.05 D �1.04 D - D -

4 0.55 ST �6.43 0.42 ST �0.55 0.002 ST - 0.14 ST �0.18

SP �2.15 SP �0.84 SP �0.04 SP -

T �1.36 T - T - T �0.12

P �1.27 P �0.29 P - P -

MRHET �0.32 MRHET - MRHET - MRHET -

VEG �6.23 VEG �0.47 VEG - VEG -

IR �0.87 IR �0.41 IR �0.001 IR �0.18

D �9.52 D �0.76 D - D -

5 0.57 ST �10.74 0.40 ST �0.38 0.001 ST - 0.24 ST �0.26

SP �5.09 SP �0.97 SP �0.001 SP -

T �1.90 T - T - T �0.19

P - P - P - P -

MRHET - MRHET - MRHET - MRHET -

VEG �9.01 VEG �0.32 VEG - VEG �0.05

IR - IR �0.47 IR �0.001 IR �0.31

D �29.00 D �0.51 D - D -

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; ED, explained deviance; ΣI-splines: sum of the coefficients of three I-splines (demonstrates the amplitude of

an I-spline).
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networks (about 30%), followed by South African and Mongolian

networks (20% and 18%, respectively), and was as low as 8% in

Patagonian networks. The proportion of interactions shared by

all networks was extremely low for Slovakia and South Africa (4%

in both), and no interactions were shared by all networks in

Mongolia and Patagonia (Figure 1). Moreover, no interactions

were shared beyond zeta order 7 in Mongolia and zeta order 3 in

Patagonia.

F I GU R E 3 I-splines produced by the MS-GDMs for total interaction turnover (TT), species turnover (ST), interaction rewiring (RW), and
mixed turnover (MX) for host–flea networks from Slovakia across zeta orders (from upper to lower: increasing degree of interaction
commonness), showing the relative effects of environmental variables (ST, seasonality of temperature; SP, seasonality of precipitation; T, air
temperature of the warmest month; P, principal component of three precipitation variables [see text for explanations]; MRHET, principal
component of three variables describing air humidity [see text for explanations]; VEG, principal component of two vegetation-related variables
[see text for explanations]) and interaction richness (IR). Predictors are scaled between 0 and 1 (from lowest to highest value). Mixed turnover for
zeta order 2 is not shown because the deviance explained by the model equals zero (see Table 1).
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In all continents, the contribution of species turnover to total

interaction turnover steadily decreased with an increase in zeta

order (from rare to common interactions), with a concomitant

increase in the contribution of mixed turnover (Figure 2). In Slovakia

and Mongolia, the contribution of mixed turnover overcame that of

species turnover for interactions with an intermediate degree of

commonness (i.e. from zeta order 5). In South Africa and Patagonia,

the contribution of mixed turnover was higher than that of species

turnover mainly for the most common interactions (i.e. from zeta

orders 7 and 9, respectively) (Figure 2). The contribution of interac-

tion rewiring was low across zeta orders in all continents. However,

it was detectable for rare interactions (from as high as 28% in

Mongolia to as low as 10% in Patagonia). For more common interac-

tions, rewiring still contributed to total turnover in Slovakia and

Mongolia, but no rewiring was found for the most common interac-

tions in South Africa (zeta order 8 and beyond), as well as for all,

except the rarest, interactions in Patagonia (zeta order 4 and beyond)

(Figure 1).

F I GU R E 4 I-splines produced by the MS-GDMs for total interaction turnover (TT), species turnover (ST), interaction rewiring (RW), and
mixed turnover (MX) for host–flea networks from Mongolia across zeta orders (from upper to lower: increasing degree of interaction

commonness), showing the relative effects of environmental variables and interaction richness (see Figure 1 for abbreviations and explanations).
Predictors are scaled between 0 and 1 (from lowest to highest value). Mixed turnover for zeta order 2 is not shown because the deviance
explained by the model equals zero (see Table 2).
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Summaries of the MS-GDM for interaction turnover and its com-

ponents for host–flea networks from four continents, as influenced by

environmental factors, interaction richness, and geographic distance

for selected zeta orders 2–6 (Slovakia, Mongolia, and South Africa)

and 2–5 (Patagonia), are presented in Tables 1–4. In Slovakia, the total

interaction turnover for both rare (i.e. lower zeta orders) and common

(i.e. higher zeta orders) interactions was mainly affected by interaction

richness and spatial distance and to the lesser degree by precipitation

(Table 1 and Figure 3). The effect of spatial distance on turnover of

the most common interactions decreased substantially. In addition,

the turnover rate of rare interactions was higher at low and high

values of interaction richness, while the turnover rate of common

interactions at high values of interaction richness was relatively

steady. Interaction richness was the main factor influencing species

turnover, although the effect of distance and seasonality of precipita-

tion was also pronounced at zeta order 2 and zeta order 5, respectively

F I GU R E 5 I-splines produced by the MS-GDMs for total interaction turnover (TT), species turnover (ST), interaction rewiring (RW), and
mixed turnover (MX) for host–flea networks from South Africa across zeta orders (from upper to lower: increasing degree of interaction
commonness), showing the relative effects of environmental and interaction richness (see Figure 1 for abbreviations and explanations). Predictors
are scaled between 0 and 1 (from lowest to highest value). Mixed turnover for zeta order 2 is not shown because the deviance explained by the
model equals zero (see Table 3).
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(Table 1 and Figure 3). Environmental variables were more important

for interaction rewiring than either interaction richness or spatial dis-

tance, whereas both environment and interaction richness affected

mixed turnover (Table 1 and Figure 3).

In Mongolia, the total interaction turnover was mostly affected

by temperature and precipitation, whereas interaction richness started

to play substantial role for the most common interactions (Table 2 and

Figure 4). Variation in the interaction turnover rate along the gradients

was similar, independent of the degree of interaction commonness

except for zeta order 6 (Figure 4). Air temperature (and seasonality of

temperature for zeta order 6) and interaction richness were the most

important predictors for the species turnover component except for

zeta order 2. Interaction rewiring responded mainly to variation in

environment (air temperature, precipitation moisture/humidity) as

well as to interaction richness for interactions with intermediate

degree of commonness (Table 2 and Figure 4). Precipitation was the

strongest factor affecting mixed turnover.

In South Africa, the influence of precipitation seasonality and

interaction richness on the total interaction turnover was stronger

than that of other predictors, independent of the degree of interaction

commonness (Table 3 and Figure 5). Interaction richness, air tempera-

ture and precipitation were also strong predictors of species turnover

in all zeta orders, while seasonality of temperature and precipitation

played an important role in turnover of the most common interactions

(Table 3 and Figure 5). The effect of all explanatory variables on inter-

action rewiring was extremely low (if present at all), with the deviance

explained by the model for all zeta orders being not higher than 10%

(Table 3). Nevertheless, precipitation seasonality was somewhat

important for rare interactions and interactions with intermediate

degree of commonness (i.e. zeta orders 2–5), while temperature and

F I GU R E 6 I-splines produced by the MS-GDMs for total interaction turnover (TT), species turnover (ST), interaction rewiring (RW), and

mixed turnover (MX) for host–flea networks from Patagonia across zeta orders (from upper to lower: increasing degree of interaction
commonness), showing the relative effects of environmental variables and interaction richness (see Figure 1 for abbreviations and explanations).
Predictors are scaled between 0 and 1 (from lowest to highest value). Mixed turnover for zeta order 2 and interaction rewiring for zeta orders
2 and 3 are not shown because the deviance explained by each model equals zero (Table 4).
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precipitation affected rewiring (albeit to low extent) for the most com-

mon interactions (Table 3 and Figure 5). The mixed turnover was

mainly influenced by interaction richness and various environmental

variables with the strength of effects increasing with an increase in

zeta order (i.e. an increase in the degree of interaction commonness)

(Table 3 and Figure 5).

In Patagonia, the best predictors of total interaction turnover

were spatial distance and vegetation structure, followed by tempera-

ture and precipitation seasonality at zeta orders>2 (Table 4 and

Figure 6). The same was true for species turnover, while interaction

richness exerted a relatively strong effect on this component at the

highest zeta order (Table 4 and Figure 6). Interaction rewiring mostly

did not respond to any predictor except for precipitation seasonality

at zeta orders 4–5 and interaction richness at zeta order 5, although

the deviance explained by the models was extremely low and equals

zero for zeta orders 2 and 3 (Table 4). The deviance explained by MS-

GDM was relatively high for mixed turnover across five (but not

fewer) networks, with relatively stronger effects of temperature, tem-

perature seasonality and interaction richness as compared to the

remaining predictors (Table 4). The rate of mixed turnover was the

highest at the highest air temperatures and the strongest pronounced

temperature seasonality (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

We found that the patterns of total interaction turnover and the con-

tributions of species turnover, interaction rewiring, and mixed turn-

over to total turnover were similar in host–flea networks from

different continents. On the contrary, the effects of environmental

factors, interaction richness, and spatial distance on total interaction

turnover and its components differed between continents. Further-

more, these effects also differed between turnover components, as

well as between rare and common interactions.

Contributions of turnover components to total
interaction turnover

Pure species turnover contributed mostly to the turnover of rare

interactions, whereas the turnover of common interactions was pre-

dominated by mixed turnover. These two turnover types contributed

equally to the compositional change of interactions with an intermedi-

ate degree of commonness. The role of pure interaction rewiring in

total turnover was relatively weak and manifested mainly for the turn-

over of rare interactions but not for interactions with an intermediate

or high degree of commonness. Earlier studies demonstrated that the

relative contributions of species turnover and interaction rewiring to

spatial or temporal interaction turnover may vary from species turn-

over being relatively stronger than rewiring (e.g. Noreika et al., 2019;

Trøjelsgaard et al., 2015) to vice versa (e.g. CaraDonna et al., 2017) to

an equal contribution from both components (Lopes et al., 2020).

Olesen et al. (2011) showed that the relative roles of species turnover

and rewiring may differ between interaction turnover for generalist,

as compared to specialist, species, with rewiring being more charac-

teristic for the former than for the latter. From this perspective,

common interactions are expected to involve mainly generalists,

whereas rare interactions are expected to involve mainly specialists

(or at least one specialist). However, generalist species are not nec-

essarily spatially widespread, while specialists are not necessarily

spatially rare because of spatial variation in the level of resource

specialisation (e.g. Hughes, 2000). Pure species turnover is a domi-

nant component of the total interaction turnover for species that

change their interactions only in the absence of their partners

(Henriksen et al., 2022). These interactions are thought to be repre-

sented by species characterised by high partner fidelity

(Trøjelsgaard et al., 2015). Nevertheless, in the networks with high

partner fidelity, the contribution of the rewiring component may be

no less important than the contribution of species turnover (Lopes

et al., 2020). This seems to be the case for the host–flea networks

considered in this study because of the substantial contribution of

mixed turnover to the turnover of moderately common and com-

mon interactions. The increased contribution of mixed turnover

towards the most common interactions might be the result of the

increasing number of compared networks, with the dissimilarity

between some of them caused by species turnover and between

others caused by rewiring.

The roles of interactors in interaction turnover often differ. For

example, in some plant-pollinator networks, spatial pollinator-driven

turnover appeared to be stronger than plant-driven turnover due to

pollinator foraging and/or behavioural flexibility (Noreika et al., 2019;

Trøjelsgaard et al., 2015), whereas the opposite was the case for sea-

sonal turnover due to phenological changes in plant species (Norfolk

et al., 2015; Simanonok & Burkle, 2014). Given the main focus of this

study, we did not test whether interaction turnover was determined

mainly by either hosts or fleas or both. However, indirect evidence

from other host–parasite networks suggested the predominant role of

hosts as drivers of interaction turnover (Lopes et al., 2020), although

Dallas and Poisot (2018) argued that different host and parasite spe-

cies fulfil the same functional roles in interaction networks, so that

network structure does not change with compositional turnover of

interactors.

The contribution of pure interaction rewiring to the turnover of

rare interactions in the Palearctic networks (Slovakia and Mongolia)

was two times higher than that in the Afrotropic (South Africa) and

the Neotropic (Patagonia) networks. In addition, the contribution of

rewiring in the Palearctic networks did not attain zero even when all

networks were compared. On the one hand, this result is counterintui-

tive because host–flea interactions in the Palearctic are relatively

more specialised than in other realms so that each Palearctic flea spe-

cies interacts with fewer host species than fleas inhabiting other

realms (Krasnov et al., 2007; Medvedev, 2005); thus, a change in the

interacting partner is unlikely for a host-specific flea (e.g. Khokhlova

et al., 2012). On the other hand, host–flea (as well as other host–para-

site) interactions are asymmetric, with specialist fleas tending to inter-

act with hosts characterised by species-rich parasite assemblages
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(i.e. “generalists”) (Vázquez et al., 2005). It is thus possible that the

relatively high contribution of rewiring to the turnover of rare inter-

actions in the Palearctic is associated with the high number of

host-“generalists” (Olesen et al., 2011). The mean number of flea

species per host species in the Palearctic is two times higher than in

other biogeographic realms (Medvedev, 2014). In our study, the rela-

tive number of host species exploited by a high number (>10) of flea

species was higher in Slovakia and Mongolia (six and five, respectively)

than in South Africa and Patagonia (three in each). In addition,

interaction rewiring may depend on various conditions, including mor-

phological (Maruyama et al., 2014) and phylogenetic constraints

(Montesinos-Navarro et al., 2019) and fluctuations in the encounter

rate between interactors (Vázquez et al., 2009), thus being system-

and region-specific (Henriksen et al., 2022).

Drivers of interaction turnover

The effects of environmental factors, interaction richness, and spatial

distance on the total interaction turnover and its components differed

between networks from different continents, as well as between turn-

over components and between rare and common interactions. For

example, total turnover in Mongolian networks was mainly affected

by environmental factors, whereas turnover in Slovakian networks

responded strongly to interaction richness and spatial distance. In

Mongolia, mixed turnover responded to variation in precipitation,

whereas interaction rewiring responded to variation in vegetation

structure. In Patagonia, the effect of vegetation variables on species

turnover component was characteristic for rare but not common

interactions.

A comparison of these results with our earlier findings on the

effect of environment on variation in flea species composition (albeit

carried out at a much larger scale) (Krasnov, Shenbrot, et al., 2020)

shows that variation in species composition (i.e. species turnover) and

interaction turnover respond to different environmental variables. For

example, Krasnov, Shenbrot, et al. (2020) reported that dissimilarity in

air temperature contributed the most to the turnover of rare flea spe-

cies in South America, whereas the turnover of widespread species

was also strongly affected by dissimilarity in precipitation. The results

of this study for Patagonia suggested that both rare interactions and

common interactions were mainly affected vegetation-related factors.

Similarly, the turnover of both rare and widespread flea species in

Africa was affected by air temperature, but the turnover of rare spe-

cies responded to dissimilarity in rainfall (Krasnov, Shenbrot,

et al., 2020). In this study, we found that the turnover of both rare

and common interactions in South Africa was mainly associated with

network structure (interaction richness) and seasonality of precipita-

tion. This supports the findings of Poisot et al. (2017) that species

interactions and individual species respond to different environmental

variables. This means that the information obtained from studies of

species differs from that obtained from studies of species interactions

and that these two types of studies are complementary (see also

Poisot et al., 2017).

The mechanisms of environmental effects on host–flea interac-

tions have been repeatedly discussed (Krasnov, 2008; Krasnov

et al., 2019; Krasnov, Shenbrot, et al., 2020). In particular, air tempera-

ture and precipitation determine the microclimate of host burrows

where fleas’ pre-imaginal development takes place and where imago

fleas of many species spend substantial portions of their lives. Vegeta-

tion affects soil structure, which, in turn, determines the architecture

and substrate of host shelters (e.g. Shenbrot et al., 2002), as well as

the structure of hosts’ nests. Furthermore, different small mammals

require different vegetation and soil structures for burrow and nest

construction (e.g. Laundré & Reynolds, 1993), whereas different fleas

have different microclimatic requirements (reviewed in

Krasnov, 2008). Consequently, either host or flea species may be

absent from a network situated in a locality where environmental con-

ditions are either not suitable for a burrow for that host or the micro-

climate of a burrow is not suitable for that flea. This will obviously

affect the species turnover component. Interaction rewiring might be

affected if, for example, environmental conditions allow a given host

to construct burrows suitable for a given flea in one but not another

locality, where burrows suitable for that flea are constructed by

another host species. Therefore, interaction turnover is likely driven

by species-specific responses to the environmental gradients (Gravel

et al., 2019).

The differential responses to environmental variables in the turn-

over of rare versus widespread species have previously been shown

(Krasnov, Shenbrot, et al., 2020). Henriksen et al. (2022) proved that

this is also the case for rare versus common interactions. Our results

support these findings. Differences in the effects of environmental

gradients on interaction turnover, in dependence on the degree of

interaction commonness, might be associated with differential envi-

ronmental tolerances of the species involved in these interactions.

These differences may hypothetically affect both species turnover

and interaction rewiring, but no information supporting this explana-

tion is available.

Similarly to the results of Henriksen et al. (2022), network struc-

ture (interaction richness) mainly affected the species turnover com-

ponent. A possible reason for this could be the positive (albeit

complex) relationships between species and interaction richness

(e.g. Pardikes et al., 2018), so species replacements are likely more

probable in richer than in poorer networks.

Relatively strong associations between interaction turnover and

spatial distance were found for total turnover and/or its species turn-

over component in Slovakia and Patagonia but not in Mongolia and

South Africa. Earlier studies on the relationship between the distance

and (dis)similarity of interactions provided contrasting results. For

example, no distance decay of similarity was detected for host-

helminth networks at a global scale, although communities of inter-

actors demonstrated this pattern (Dallas & Poisot, 2018). On the

contrary, the similarity of mammal–flea interactions in western Siberia

decreased with increasing distance between networks (Krasnov,

Korallo-Vinarskaya, et al., 2020). Moreover, this latter pattern was

mainly true for rare, rather than common, interactions. Inconsistencies

between studies of distance decay in interaction similarity might be
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explained by differences in spatial scale. For instance, the lack of a

distance-dissimilarity pattern at a global scale might arise merely due

to variability in the manifestation of this pattern among geographic

regions.

The between-continent variation in the effect of environmental

factors on interaction turnover is most probably associated with the

profoundly different species compositions in both hosts and fleas.

These species have different environmental preferences and toler-

ances, as well as different morphological and physiological constraints.

As a result, different species respond to environmental factors in dif-

ferent species-specific ways. As the likely drivers of interaction turn-

over, these species-specific responses may thus be further translated

into continent-specific patterns of interaction dissimilarity along envi-

ronmental gradients. The roles played by individual host and flea spe-

cies in interaction turnover warrant further investigation.

It is commonly recognised that network studies are inherently

sensitive to undersampling (Chacoff et al., 2012; Henriksen

et al., 2019; Jordano, 2016). Henriksen et al. (2022) demonstrated

that the multi-site turnover metric, developed by them and applied

here, allows more accurate estimations of spatial or temporal variation

in interaction networks. This is because this metric distinguishes

between the turnover of rare and common interactions and, there-

fore, offers trustworthy estimates of turnover for common interac-

tions, which, obviously, can be detected with higher certainty than

rare interactions. Regarding this study, the patterns found here were

surprisingly consistent despite substantial differences in the sampling

efforts between continental networks (from 465 host individuals in

South Africa to 2380 host individuals in Slovakia). Consequently, we

believe that any bias introduced by undersampling and/or differential

sampling efforts did not strongly affect our results.

In conclusion, the patterns of host–flea interaction turnover and

its components appeared to be consistent, independent of the inter-

actors’ identity. However, the drivers of the turnover differed

between networks from different continents, probably because of

species-specific responses to environmental factors.
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